First time in human for GV196771: interspecies scaling applied on dose selection.
The utility of interspecies scaling in early drug development has been extensively debated. The authors discuss the dose selection strategy for a first time into man (FTIM) study for GV196771, a new glycine antagonist, using techniques of interspecies scaling. The FTIM dose selection strategy was based on predicted plasma profiles of GV196771 in humans using allometric scaling and considerations of safety and pharmacological activity in animals. Allometric techniques were first retrospectively applied to data obtained in humans and animals for GV150526, a glycine antagonist with similar pharmacokinetic characteristics to GV196771. GV196771 and GV150526 are extensively protein bound; thus, protein binding differences among species were considered in the scaling. Using the scaled pharmacokinetic parameters, compartmental modeling was performed to prospectively simulate concentration profiles for the oral administration of GV196771. This article will discuss the outcome of the prospective dose selection strategy for GV196771 compared to the actual concentration profiles observed in the FTIM study.